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ABSTRACT
The nodes in Mobile Ad Hoc Network are resource constrained. This drawback and mobility nature of nodes can cause network partitioning and degradation of performance. Traditionally replica allocation techniques were used to overcome the drawback of performance degradation. It is assumed that all nodes in MANET share their memory resources fully. However, in reality the nodes may behave selfishly instead of cooperating in communication process. The selfishness exhibited by some of the nodes may lead to reduced quality of data accessibility over network. Recently Choi et al. studied the impact of selfish nodes from replication allocation perspective. Their solution is named “Selfish Replica Allocation”. They proposed a novel replica allocation and selfish node detection. In this paper we implemented those mechanisms for casting selfish nodes in non selfish from the perspective of replica allocation. We built a custom Java simulator to demonstrate the proof of concept. The empirical results reveal that the approach shows higher performance when compared with existing techniques in terms of communication cost, data accessibility and average query delay.

Index Terms – Mobile ad hoc networks, selfish node, selfish replica allocation

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the advent of innovative technologies in mobile devices, their usage has become ubiquitous. MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network) is a network of mobile nodes which are automatically configured without a fixed infrastructure. The existing technologies in the domain of mobile computing have paved the way for creation of MANETs [1], [2], [3]. MANETs are automatically established and they have real utility in real time applications [4] such as battle fields, natural disasters and so on. Therefore in emergency situations MANETs are suitable to address communication problems. Peer-to-peer mobile overlay is another interesting MANET that can be used for file sharing and searching [5], [6]. Network partitions are caused by node mobility as they move from one place to another place. Thus data present in a mobile node can become inaccessible. The data accessibility measure is used to know the level of data accessibility in MANETs [7]. To overcome the data inaccessibility problem due to node mobility, the data can be replicated in many nodes [1], [7], [8]. By making replicas, the node scan provides requested data in cooperative fashion. However, in reality nodes may behave selfishly to get rid of resource consumption or any other reason. Many replica allocation techniques came into existence. Recently Choi et al. [20] presented a selfish replica allocation model which is presented in fig. 1.

Fig. 1 – Selfish replica allocation
As can be seen in fig. 1, many nodes are interconnected to form MANET through wireless media. There is some replication allocation scheme named DCG as explored in [7]. Wireless links are represented by straight lines between nodes. Rectangle with an item in gray color indicates original data; white boxes represent replication allocations. The table1 shows access frequencies of data.

Table 1 – Access frequencies of nodes
As can be seen in table 1, the frequently accessed items by the nodes 3 and 4 are shown in gray color. To reduce duplication allocation DCG technique is employed. Delay in data access is resulted when a node behaves selfishly in a group. For instance, when node 3 misbehaves, the nodes in the group will be able to access data properly. In order to overcome the problems of query delay, improve data accessibility and response time, replication techniques are used in MANETs. Nodes in the MANET have fewer resources. For this reason they may behave selfishly to save energy by not cooperating with the objective of the network. When the nodes behave selfishly they can save energy and enjoy resources causing delay in data access [9], [10].

This paper has implemented the mechanisms proposed in [20] using a custom Java simulator which demonstrates selfish replica allocation. The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sections. Section II reviews literature relevant to replication allocation in MANETs. Section III presents proposed replica allocation strategy. Section IV shows experimental results while section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Mobile Ad Hoc Network is a network formed among mobile nodes without fixed infrastructure. MANET is of two types as explored in [11], [12], and [13]. One type of MANET is known as closed MANET where nodes exhibit expected behavior. Other type of MANET is known as open MANET where the nodes have some sort of guaranteed behavior. However, nodes in MANET can misbehave to save energy resources selfishly. This behavior of nodes in MANET was handled by many techniques [13]. This paper considers open MANET. All existing techniques employed to handle selfish nodes in MANET are categorized into three types. They are game theory based, reputation based and credit-payer based. Reputation based techniques allow the MANET to observe nodes for monitoring selfish behavior [14], [15]. Credits are evaluated in case of credit payment methods where nodes are rewarded when they behave well while participating in data access procedures such as data forwarding [9], [16]. The game theory based methods are employed by MANET nodes to have their own strategies to increase their profits [10], [17].

Packet forwarding is used in all the techniques for communication in MANETs. However, the focus of this paper is on selfish replica allocation. In [18] many trust models were presented. The selfishness is treated as refusal to forward data besides dropping packets. These techniques are not effective for replica allocation which gets rid of selfish behavior. In [7] also techniques were given for replication allocation. The techniques like DCG have shown highest accessibility of data. However, DCG is not suitable for MANET. In [8] problems like query delay and data inaccessibility were handled. In [19] cooperative caching is used in order to overcome the problem of selfish nodes. They features employed include Cache Path, Cache Data and Hybrid. In [20] a novel replica allocation technique was proposed. It could detect selfish nodes effectively besides allocating replicas successfully.

III. PROPOSED REPLICA ALLOCATION STRATEGY

In this section we describe the replica allocation strategy and algorithms used as proposed in [20]. The algorithms include SCF-tree building, selfish node detection and replica allocation. In order to detect selfish nodes, credit concept is used. Credit risk scores are used to determine the selfish behavior of nodes. The algorithms are employed in every node. Therefore every node is capable of detecting selfish nodes. Listing 1 shows pseudo code for detecting selfish nodes.

![Algorithm 1: Pseudo code to detect selfish nodes](image)

The algorithm presented in listing 1 runs in every node in MANET. In every relocation period, the node can make use of credit risk concept and detect selfish nodes. The algorithm 2 presented in listing 2 updates selfish features.

![Algorithm 2: Pseudo code to update selfish features](image)
As can be seen in listing 2 at each and every query the credibility of nodes is computed and the selfish feature of the nodes is updated. The algorithm shown in listing 3 is used to build SCF tree.

```
Algorithm 3. Pseudo code to build SCF-tree
00:* node Ni makes SCF-tree with a parameter of depth d*/
01: constructScFTree()
02: append N to SCF-tree as root node;
03: checkChildnodesNi();
04: return ScF-tree;
05: Procedure checkChildnodes-Ni{D
06: /*Naj is a set of nodes that are adjacent nodes to Ni*/
07: for (each node Na 2 Inaj)
08: if ((distance between Na and the root > d)
09: continue;
10: else if -Na is an ancestor of Nj in TSCFI)
11: continue;
12: else {append Na to TSCF as a child of Nj;
13: checkChildnodes(Na); }
}
```

Listing 3 – SCF tree building algorithm

As can be seen in listing 3, the algorithm is used to build a tree known as SCF tree which is best used in replication allocation successfully. The actual replication allocation mechanism is coded in listing 4.

```
Algorithm 4. Pseudo code for replica allocation
00: /\_Ni executes this algorithm at relocation period/_
01: replica_allocation();
02: Li = make priority(TSCFI);
03: for (each data item 2 IDi){
04: if (M is not full)
05: allocate replica of the data to Ms ;
06: else {M is full /
07: allocate replica of the data to target node;
08: the target node is selected from the Li
09: if (Mp is not full)
10: allocate replica of data to Mp; }
11: while (during a relocation period){
12: if (Nk requests for the allocation of Dk)
13: replica_allocation_for_others(Nk;Dk); }
14: Procedure make_priority @TSCFI {;
15: for (all vertices in TSCFI {;
16: select a vertex in TSCF in order of BFS;
17: append the selected vertex id to the Li };
```

Listing 4 – Replica allocation algorithm

As can be seen in listing 4, identification of all data items is done by the algorithm for replication. Replicas are placed at each node which is organized in the descending order by access frequencies of nodes. Initially breadth first search is used to obtain priorities and based on the priorities replica allocation is carried out.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We built a prototype application that is a custom Java simulator to demonstrate the proof of concept of casting selfish nodes to non selfish. The application is built in Java platform. The environment used to implement the prototype includes a PC with 2 GB RAM and Core 2 dual processor running Windows XP operating system. The simulations are made using the customer simulator application. The simulation demonstrates the creation of MANET, detecting selfish nodes and handling the problem of selfishness associated with nodes. The simulation parameters are presented in table 2.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter(unit)</th>
<th>Value(default)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of nodes</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of data items</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of communication range</td>
<td>1–19(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of network</td>
<td>50*50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of memory space</td>
<td>2–40(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of selfish nodes</td>
<td>0–100(70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum velocity of</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 2 – Simulation Parameters

As can be seen in table 2, the simulation parameters are presented. The parameters considered include number of nodes, number of data items, radius communication range, size of network, size of memory space, percentage of selfish nodes and maximum velocity.

![Fig. 2 – Relocation period vs. overall selfishness alarm](image)

As seen in fig. 2, relocation period is presented in X axis while the Y axis represents overall selfishness alarm. The results show that the DCG+ shows very less selfishness alarm.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we implemented mechanisms for selfish node detection and replication allocation to reduce selfish behavior in MANET. These mechanisms were originally proposed in [20]. The main focus of the paper is selfish replica allocation. It does mean that the mechanisms identity selfish nodes and convert them into non-selfish nodes. The algorithms used in this paper were proposed by Choi et al. [20]. The mechanisms take care of selfish node allocation and also handling selfish nodes in the MANET. We implemented a custom Java simulator to demonstrate the proof of concept. The results revealed that the mechanisms could reduce delay in response, improve data accessibility besides improving the performance of network.
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